
Dream Shatter Dream Runners: Pursue Your
Passion and Achieve Greatness!

Have you ever encountered individuals who possess an unyielding determination
to follow their dreams, no matter the obstacles that stand in their way? These
individuals are what we call Dream Shatter Dream Runners – resilient, persistent,
and driven individuals who refuse to let anything deter them from achieving their
goals.

Discovering the Power of Dreams

Dreams are the fuel that ignites the fire within us. They give us purpose,
motivation, and a sense of direction. The Dream Shatter Dream Runners
understand the power that dreams hold and are willing to go the extra mile to
make them a reality.
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Whether it's becoming a successful entrepreneur, pursuing a career in the arts, or
conquering physical challenges, Dream Shatter Dream Runners wholeheartedly
believe that they can achieve anything they set their minds to. They embrace
their passions and use them as driving forces to reach their personal and
professional aspirations.

Overcoming Obstacles

The road to success is rarely smooth. Dream Shatter Dream Runners encounter
numerous obstacles along their journey. However, what sets them apart is their
ability to view obstacles as stepping stones rather than roadblocks.

These individuals embrace challenges as opportunities for growth and learning.
They do not shy away from setbacks but rather use them as valuable lessons to
refine their skills and strategies. With every hurdle they face, they become more
resilient, determined, and better equipped to tackle future obstacles.

The Importance of Perseverance
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Perseverance is the key ingredient that allows Dream Shatter Dream Runners to
keep pushing forward, even when the going gets tough. The road to success is
rarely linear, and setbacks are an inevitable part of the journey. It is during these
challenging times that perseverance becomes crucial.

Dream Shatter Dream Runners understand that success is not attained overnight.
It takes time, dedication, and unwavering commitment to one's goals. They are
willing to put in the necessary effort and endurance required to overcome hurdles
and achieve their dreams.

A Supportive Community

Dream Shatter Dream Runners often find strength and support in a community of
like-minded individuals. Surrounding oneself with individuals who share similar
dreams and goals provides encouragement, guidance, and motivation along the
way.

Whether it's through networking events, support groups, or online communities,
Dream Shatter Dream Runners find solace in connecting with others who
understand the challenges they face and are there to uplift and inspire throughout
their journey.

Embracing the Dream Shatter Dream Runner Mentality

To become a Dream Shatter Dream Runner is to cultivate a mindset that is rooted
in passion, perseverance, and unwavering determination. It is a commitment to
pursuing one's dreams relentlessly, despite any setbacks or doubts that may
arise.

Dream Shatter Dream Runners understand that fulfilling their dreams is not just
about achieving a desired outcome; it is also about the journey itself. They find



joy in the process, celebrate small victories, and learn from every experience –
both positive and negative.

Are You Ready to Become a Dream Shatter Dream Runner?

If you are ready to embark on a journey of self-discovery, passion, and
achievement, then it's time to embrace the Dream Shatter Dream Runner
mentality! Find your passion, set your goals, and be ready to overcome any
obstacles that may come your way.

Remember, dreams are not meant to be shattered; they are meant to be pursued
and lived. Be courageous, remain determined, and become a Dream Shatter
Dream Runner!
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2022 Bookfest Best Book Series Silver Medal

2022 Bookfest YA Social Themes Bronze Medal

***
The Circle is robbing the dreams of its citizens.

In Logan Kent's world, disease, hunger, and war have all been resolved by the
dreams of its citizens thanks to nanobots developed and implanted into everyone
as newborns.
At least, that's how it seems...

Now The Circle wants Logan to join their fold and continue the utopia they've
created. He has no reason to distrust his parents—high ranking members in The
Circle—until he meets Reina, a girl from the exiled faction "Anyone," who refuse
to give up their free will.

Logan begins to question everything he knows and loves. Can the girl be trusted
—especially when she's a medicine thief skulking around Capitol City—or is it
really true that peace can only be maintained beneath The Circle's rule?

Fans of The Matrix, Inception, and The Giver have been dreaming of this series
for a long time coming.

Scroll up and one-click DREAM SHATTER, the first novel in Ann Hunter's
dystopian series DREAM RUNNERS, to jump into Logan's world today.



Dream Shatter Dream Runners: Pursue Your
Passion and Achieve Greatness!
Have you ever encountered individuals who possess an unyielding
determination to follow their dreams, no matter the obstacles that stand
in their way?...

Standing In The Rainbow Novel Elmwood
Springs: A Colorful Journey Through Life and
Love
Standing In The Rainbow is a remarkable novel set in Elmwood Springs,
a small town in the heartland of America. Written by the talented Fannie
Flagg, this book takes readers...

Farther Up the Strait Coastal British Columbia
Stories: Exploring the Untouched Beauty
Are you a nature enthusiast or someone seeking an escape from the
bustling city life? Look no further than Farther Up the Strait Coastal
British Columbia (BC) for an...

The Crimson Dust Cycle: A Captivating YA
Dystopian Space Adventure
Enter the world of The Crimson Dust Cycle, a thrilling young adult
dystopian space adventure that will take you on a journey like no other.
Prepare to be captivated as you...
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Unveiling the Legendary Archer: Jeanette
Mumford of the League of Archers
The world of archery has always been filled with awe-inspiring tales of
skilled marksmen defying the limits of human potential. Among these
legends, one name stands...

Nineteenth Century Shipbuilding And The
Devastation Of Lowcountry Virgin Forests
The nineteenth century was a pivotal era in shipbuilding, as it marked a
significant shift in the construction of vessels. This period witnessed rapid
advancements in...

Lace Identification Practical Guide - Discover
the Secrets of Beautiful Lace Patterns
Lace is a timeless fabric that has adorned clothing, accessories, and
home decor for centuries. Its delicate and intricate patterns exude
elegance and...

Zombie Adventure For Children: Unleash the
Excitement in Zombies for Kids!
Are you ready to dive into an unforgettable adventure filled with
excitement, mystery, and a touch of spookiness? Look no further
because we present to you the thrilling...
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